
CLUB SURVEY RESULTS 

Are you a Full Member of the Club? Yes 30 No 1  

How long have you been a member? 0 - 2yrs 6 2-5yrs 11 5yr+ 14 

Do you attend club nights with demonstrator Yes 30 No 1  

Do you Attend Hands on Nights Yes 28 No 3 

“Rarely” 

“Depends on work but must try to its a great opportunity”  

“No time” 

Participate in using Lathe at Hands on Night Yes 0 No 31  

“Not had the opportunity as yet.” 

“Not confident with an audience” 

“Not had a need to” 

“Not keen on performing to an audience” 

“Working in the shop” 

How frequent do you produce turned item? Weekly 9 Monthly 7 Monthly+ 15 

Should we have a Woodturning Clinic Yes 30 No 1  

What aspect of woodturning are you interested in 
Spindle 14 Bowl 20 HollowForm 15 

Colouring 9 Texturing 9 Pen 9 

Do you feel the Club is meeting your requirements? Yes  No  

 Would you attend regular Training Session? Yes 18 No 13 

Do you Enter Competition Table? Yes 13 No 18 

“Not in the area anymore” 

“If I thought I produced something that was "special" then perhaps but I am not competitive.” 

“Not good enough”  
“I am new and recognise the faults and "novice" class is often containing complex pieces.   I would welcome 
comments not just that it wasn't one of the best three items in the class” 

“Feel a bit intimidated and most times I do not have anything ready in time” 

“I am not competitive. Just for pleasure” 

“Very rarely” 

“Most of my turning is work related”  

“Have entered on the odd occasion” 

“Elevated to open class, but while I like what I produce I am certainly not in that class.” 

“Have in the past, but not turned anything recently that still have.” 

“Dunno - I forget mostly” 

Do you regularly Vote on Competition Table Yes 22 No 9  

“Unsure how to.” 

“Don't like to judge”  
“I believe that only competent turners should judge the lower classes and the best class should be judged solely by 
the demonstrator.”  

Have you used the Club Shop Yes 29 No 2  

Any Extra Stock in Shop 

“Being a new Turner, unsure of what to suggest.” 

“LWWA stickers, everyone loves a sticker”. 

“The shop seems to have the items that people use on a regular basis.”  

“oo much of a nice vice to say” 

“the shop has had everything I have needed so for but as my experience grows who knows. I would ask if there was 
anything I wanted as its very handy.” 

“The shop is very well stocked considering the limited space available” 

“Nothing springs to mind, there is already a good selection” 

“agent for tools” 

“I feel it's fine  and very well run” 



“Range of basic turning tools for beginners .” 

“smaller sanding arbors” 

“pen kits” 

“Maybe turning tools if that's practical.” 

Attended Club Christmas Dinner Yes 16 No 15  

“Busy elsewhere” 

“Simply does not appeal. I think that to go I'd have to know the members far longer than I have”. 

“I was not in a position to attend last year, which was my first”. 

“too faraway if in the Horncastle area would consider it” 

“Travel is a bit of an issue for me” 

“been twice not always right time” 

“Not my sort of thing” 

“December is a busy month” 

Attended Club Summer BBQ Yes 7 No 24  

“Not been a member long enough “ 

“Keep missing it “ 

“Again, not available, but I will hopefully this year” 

“too far away if in the Horncastle would consider it” 

“Again the travel is a problem” 

“conflicting dates” 

“Distance to travel is a factor” 

“Not available because of work” 

“Not my sort of thing” 

“Wife not keen on the venue.”  

“Summer weekends often have prior commitments” 

“On craft fairs most times” 

“Busy elsewhere” 

Xmas Dinner/Summer BBQ Suggestions 

“It seems to be unusual that all the functions are held at the splash. There are a reasonable number of club 
members, who for instance live in Coningsby/Tattershall. Maybe a venue nearer to here would allow these people to 
enjoy a function nearer home.” 

“As we did last December 2018” 

Improvements to the club Yes 6 No 25  
“It would appear that the club are currently looking at helping new members and novice turners to improve there 
skills. My first impressions of the club, is a friendly place willing to help.” 

“The club is good and well served by excellent folk and equipment” 

“I have been more than impressed by the high standard achieved already. The only slight downside is the new mesh 
guard in front of the speakers, it is a good idea being easier to set up but I know of a few people who find it hard to 
see, it needs to be taller then nothing is obscured.” 
“I think the club has a very good setup  I am sure there are other clubs out there would envy the LWW club and the 
organisation, equipment, facilities it has. I personally can't think of anything I would change to enhance the club. 

Everything is done to an exceptional high standard “ 

“Although newish I can't image a better run club, as usually dependent upon a very few dedicated members” 

“perhaps tea and coffee could be available at the start of demonstrator nights.” 

“Very satisfied with existing arrangements.” 

“no i do feel it is a good balance,” 

“Plan to share demonstrators from further afield seems like a good idea to widen choice and keep costs down” 

“For a small club I think the demonstration evenings are very good “ 

!If we can share costs of travel & overnight stays with other clubs it may be possible to attract/pay for 
demonstrators from further afield.” 
“As many of us are mature if not over-ripe, I feel that the monitors should be placed as near the middle of the room 
as possible. At present they are too far apart for both to be easily watched. Apart from that the set-up is superb.”  



“All good to me” 

“No. I am very happy with what we have and the way the club is run” 

Comments Regarding Club Yes 3  

“I would like to thank all those that give time and put the effort in to running the club. I have a full time job and work 
on call evenings and weekends so free time is precious for me and having the club twice a month gives me some time 
for me.” 
“Extremely lucky to have such a good strong committee. Technical work superb but some cameramen in need of 
better training. Most members watch the screens more than the demonstrator. Keep up the good work and thanks 
to all for services in the past.”  
“I think that it is an excellent organisation, I just wish that more members would take an active role.” 

Future Demo/Activities 

“I wonder if instead of only competition table could we have a regular monthly themed table so members would 
know for the year what to produce and when, also maybe reduce the competitions to say four a year and make it 
more worthwhile for members to enter. It would appear the competition table as is has become a bit stale and 
maybe this is why entries are low”. 
“A spindle turner call Steve Jones “ 

“Continue to offer training days for non members as well as members.” 

“I would like to know how to produce blanks from green wood, similarly how to correctly / safely use a chain saw 
(including how to cut cross and end grain, without chopping my toes off!)” 
“One night to have 3 to 4 club members to have a go at a small demonstrating” 

Improvements to Website Yes 0 No 31  
 


